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Abstract
� How should business interruption valuation clauses be interpreted 

when a catastrophic event has impacted the business' surrounding 

economy?  Should it be based on historical data only?  Cases in the 

United States have applied the valuation clauses inconsistently, which 

causes uncertainty and ultimately is to the detriment of both the 

insurers and the policyholders.

� This presentation will discuss business interruption insurance 

generally, the inconsistent interpretations of recent cases in response 

to Hurricane Katrina in the United States and how Canadian Courts 

are likely to respond.  In considering the Canadian response, this 

presentation reviews the principles of insurance policy interpretation 

to business interruption valuation clauses with particular application 

to Fort McMurray.
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1. INTRODUCTION:  The scope and purpose 

of business interruption insurance

“Business interruption coverage is 
intended to ensure that the insured's 
revenue stream continues during an 
interruption in its operation”



The scope and purpose of business 

interruption insurance

� Triggered by:

1. Physical damage to the premises caused by an insured peril such that the insured 
business must suspend its operations 

2. Physical damage to other property that is covered by the policy that totally or 
partially prevents customers or employees from gaining access to the business 

� Some policies may also include extensions of coverage and associated triggers 
such as:

1. Civil authority coverage 

2. Service interruption coverage

3. Contingent business interruption coverage 

4. Leader property coverage



The scope and purpose of business 

interruption insurance

� Physical damage must be caused by an insured peril

� Coverage limited by:

� Waiting period

� Extent of coverage during the indemnity period

� Just pay ongoing costs?  Cover a shortfall in profits?  Bare survival?



The scope and purpose of business 

interruption insurance

� The policy language may read something like:

� We will pay for the actual loss of business income you sustain due to the 
necessary suspension of your “operations” during the period of “restoration.” The 

suspension must be caused by the direct physical loss, damage, or destruction to 

property. The loss or damage must be caused by or result from a covered cause of 

loss.

� Or perhaps

� In determining the amount of gross earnings covered hereunder for the purposes 

of ascertaining the amount of loss sustained, due consideration shall be given to 
the experience of the business before the date of the damage or destruction 
and to the probable experience thereafter had no loss occurred.



2.  The Problem Statement

� How should business interruption valuation clauses be 

interpreted when a catastrophic event has impacted the 

business' surrounding economy?  

� Should it be based on historical data only?  



3.  US CASES POST KATRINA –

� How to interpret:  “the probable experience thereafter had no loss occurred”

� Cases (A):  No loss means no catastrophe

� Interpreted the phrase “the probable experience thereafter had no loss occurred” 
to mean that the catastrophe had not occurred

� Cases (B): No loss but a catastrophe 

� No loss still means catastrophe to surrounding economy

� Interpreted the phrase “the probable experience thereafter had no loss occurred” 
to mean that the catastrophe had occurred and impacted the surrounding economy



3(A)No loss means no catastrophe
Case 1:  Casino does not hit the jackpot

� First Casino to reopen in the area 
� increased revenues

� Casino argued that should get BI 
based on the increased revenues it 
experienced after it reopened 
($80M)

� Insurer based analysis on pre-loss 
revenues ($6.5M)



3(A)No loss means no catastrophe
Case 1:  Insurer got a Winning Hand?

� Court found that the policy 
wording should be interpreted to 
mean the business loss had Katrina 
not occurred, and accordingly 
sided with the Insurer.

� Did the Insurer get a winning hand?  
Or is this the fair result?



3(B) No loss still means catastrophe to 
surrounding economy
Case 2:  Furniture Windfall
� Policyholder a furniture store

� After catastrophe, high demand for furniture 
in the area

� Insurer argued post-catastrophe high sales 
should reduce the business loss claim

� The furniture store hit the jackpot and had the 
benefit of both the business loss coverage 
during the period (based on historical results) 
and the increased demand when they 
reopened.



(A) No loss means no catastrophe

� Same interpretation:  

� Historical results only, and analysis as though the catastrophe had not occurred

� Opposite results

� How is that fair?



3(B) No loss but a catastrophe

� The line of cases from the Louisiana eastern district 
following Katrina came to the opposite interpretation.  

� They interpreted the policy provisions to require that the 
impact of the catastrophe on the business economy be 
considered.  

� In other words that the probable experience of the business 
had the loss not occurred (but the catastrophe had 
occurred) was required to be considered under the wording 
of the policy.



3(B) No loss but a catastrophe
Case 1:  Apartment Building stays afloat

� Following Katrina there was a 
much higher demand for 
apartments, and any building that 
could be occupied made 
considerably more money than 
they had before Katrina.

� Just like the furniture store?

� But here, those buildings that 
could not be occupied argued that 
they should have the benefit of the 
post-catastrophe higher rates.



3(B) No loss but a catastrophe
Case 1:  Apartment Building stays afloat

� In the courts of Louisiana, Eastern 
District, unlike in the 5th circuit 
courts, the policyholders were 
successful.  

� The court accepted the argument 
that the business owners should be 
in the position they would have 
been in had Katrina occurred, but 
they themselves had not sustained 
damage.



3(B) No loss but a catastrophe
Where is Case 2?

� We know that many businesses 
suffer for long periods of time 
after a catastrophe:

� High end clothing stores

� Restaurants

� “Extra” services

� No cases in Louisiana that 
considered the same issue for a 
policyholder of a business that 
would not have higher demand 
after the catastrophe…



4. The Canadian Approach to Coverage



� In Ledcor Construction Ltd. v. Northbridge Indemnity Insurance Co., 
the Supreme Court of Canada has restated the framework for the 
principles of insurance policy interpretation as follows:

� Whether the Language is Ambiguous

� Reasonable Expectations of the Parties

� No Unrealistic Results

� Ensuring Consistent Interpretation

� Contra proferentem

4. The Canadian Approach to Coverage



(a) Ambiguous?

� “the primary interpretive principle is that where the language of the 
insurance policy is unambiguous, effect should be given to that clear 
language, reading the contract as a whole”

� Are there two interpretations or meanings?  Based on US experience, clearly 
yes.



(b) Reasonable Expectations of the 
Parties

� Standard form contracts

� But SCC in Ledcor…  What would a policyholder expect?  
What would an insurer expect?

� Does not answer the question?



(c) No Unrealistic Results

� “avoid interpretations that would bring about unrealistic 
results or results that the parties would not have 

contemplated in the commercial atmosphere in which 

they sold or purchased the policy. The interpretation 

should respect the intentions of the parties and “their 

objective in entering into the commercial transaction in 

the first place”, as well as “promot[e] a sensible 

commercial result”” Ledcor at pp. 78



(d) Ensuring Consistent Interpretation

� It would be unrealistic to expect either

� that the insurance policy would become worthless (if the 
post-catastrophe economy negatively impacted the type of 
business) or,

� that the insurance policy would pay out a windfall (if the 
impact was positive on the type of business insured).  

� Thus, the application of this principle also supports an 
interpretation that does not consider the post-catastrophe 
economy.



(e) Contra proferentem

� Doctrine that provides that where a contractual term is 
ambiguous, the preferred meaning should be the one that 
works against the interest of the party who provided or 
drafted the wording. 

� Applying this principle in this case would seem to depend 
on which policyholder was before the Court.  



CONCLUDING REMARKS
� There is a basis in the US cases to support an argument that post-

catastrophe sales and expenses should be considered.  The policy 
language typically leaves this open to interpretation, and of course it 
should be recognized that the policy language has to accommodate 
and apply to many different scenarios.  The scenario of a catastrophe 
is the anomalous event.

� The application of the principles of insurance policy interpretation in 
Canada, however, should result in a fair interpretation of the policy 
language.  The approach best supported by the Canadian principles is 
that the post-catastrophe sales and expenses should be ignored, and 
the loss valued on the basis of the historical results as the best 
indicator of what would have otherwise occurred.


